Choose from over 500 built-in patterns. CM550DX cuts paper or fabric and lets your creativity run wild. Now, you can cut paper or fabric without using scissors and craft knives. Cut delicate lace patterns, complex shapes, letters, and even hand-drawn images. Express your creativity and indulge in the joy of making your own work of art. ScanNCut helps you bring out your originality.

A Cutting Machine that Lets Your Imagination Take Flight

Visit our website for more details and information on other features.

SCAN
Create the Cut Data
Scan printed designs, patterns, images or hand-drawn illustrations, convert them into cutting lines and save the data in your USB memory. You can also cut out or remove the patterns around images as you wish.

CUT
Direct-to-Cut
Scan virtually anything like hand-drawn illustrations or images from different sources and cut out the images' outlines to use as patterns for paper craft. With its editing features, you can enlarge outlines, make multiple copies of patterns, and even combine letters for cutting.

Create a Frame
Modify the outline design to any form or shape you like.

Create an Outline
Trace the shape around the scanned image.

Cut out and save the image outline
Save it in your USB

Built-in Patterns
Choose from various beautiful motifs, letters, designs or patterns that match your image. Pattern size and directions can be changed easily using the editing features.

Product Features
- World’s first home and hobby cutting machine with built-in scanner
- Scan virtually anything - from drawings to photos
- No design cartridges or PC required
- Over 840 built-in designs and 5 different fonts
- Large 3.7” colour LCD touch screen
- On-screen editing features - rotating, welding and resizing
- 11.7” wide scanning and cutting area for large projects

Optional Accessories
- Standard Mat, 12” x 12” (CAMATF12)
- Low Tack Adhesive Mat, 12” x 12” (CAMATP12)
- Scanning Mat, 12” x 12” (CAMATS12)
- Standard Mat, 12” x 24” (CAMATF24)
- Low Tack Adhesive Mat, 12” x 24” (CAMATP24)
- Appliqué Pattern Collection (CAUSB2)
- Quilt Pattern Collection (CAUSB1)
- Erasable Pen Set (CAPEN2)
- Deep Cut Blade Holder (CAHLF1)
- Pen Holder (CAPENNHL1)
- Standard Cut Blade Holder (CAHLP1)
- Colour Pen Set (CAPEN1)
- Deep Cut Blade (CABLDF1)
- Standard Cut Blade (CABLDP1)
- High Tack Adhesive Fabric Support Sheet (CASTBL2)
- Iron-On Fabric Appliqué Contact Sheet (CASTBL1)
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Cut paper or fabric and let your creativity run wild.

Now, you can cut paper or fabric without using scissors and craft knives. Cut delicate lace patterns, complex shapes, letters, and even hand drawn images. Express your creativity and indulge in the joy of making your own work of art. ScanNCut helps you bring out your originality.

Bonus Quilt Pattern Collection (50 designs on CD)
Use satin flower patterns to dress up your ordinary looking lamp shade using any fabric and arrange them to suit your taste.

Create your own original album using your child’s photos. Or you can choose photos of your garden, even pets, to create a one-of-a-kind cover for your album.

Make your guests feel appreciated by creating name tags for formal parties or your child’s birthday.

Tumblers come in handy when you are taking a break. You can create your own original tumbler design or make them as gifts.

Creating a one-of-a-kind calendar is so simple with ScanNCut. Designing your own wall decoration is easy too.

Show your appreciation by crafting heart-warming gifts or invitation cards—anything can be made effortlessly.

Design a photo frame to decorate your room using fabric and patterned papers of your choice.

Put together a photo frame using paper and fabric at home. These will be perfect for weddings, graduations, and other occasions.

Construct your own banner for a home party. Cute banners are also perfect for decorating kindergarten walls.

Kids will love to see a card with their own photo popping up. Making an impressive pop-up card is a trouble-free task.

Use flower motifs to turn an ordinary box into a pretty gift box—even a nice jewellery box.

It is also possible to build 3D stuff such as pen stands, menu stand holders and similar items.

Fancy cards are so easy to create—just as easy as impressive-looking letters and cards.

Enjoy Your Craft World

With ScanNCut, you can create beautiful cards for yourself and your loved ones. Decorating classroom walls or homes will be a breeze. You could even participate in art competitions using your brilliant creations. In addition, you can use any type of fabric apart from paper, to make each craft more fun and interesting. Take this wonderful opportunity to join the world of creativity.